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Programme inspires students
to address the big issues

Professor Muammer Ozer says the programme aims to find innovative answers to complex problems and helps to improve management practices.

MEANINGFUL
RESEARCH

Taking the CityU DBA has a
profound, yet contrasting effect
on every student.
For instance, Alex Fong,
founder and director of a human
resources consultancy, credits
the programme with inspiring
him to start his entrepreneurial
endeavour.
“During the DBA, I developed
a model which works something
like a regular physical check-up,”
says Fong, whose career started
in government service before a
later switch to his family’s
electronics manufacturing
business. “There are eight main
variables based on data
collection and talking to
individuals, and the results help
in developing more effective
strategies for human capital
management.” Taken together,
these factors have a significant
impact on issues such as
productivity, morale and
employee retention over the
longer term.
This was one key objective
when starting the programme.
The other was to become a true
“practitioner-scholar”, with a
possible view to becoming
a professor. “I came up with a
formulation appropriate to the
knowledge economy and the
post-millennial workplace,”
Fong says. “It will help
companies manage staff better
by tracking characteristics like

Senior executives seek answers to pressing business questions

T

he concept behind the
doctor of business
administration (DBA)
programme offered by
City University of Hong
Kong’s College of Business is to
give senior executives the chance
to conduct meaningful research
into complex issues that affect
their own company or industry.
Beyond that, though, their
findings should also lead to
practical solutions, which benefit
not just a single organisation or
sector, but ideally can have a
positive impact for the wider
community too.
“Each of our students comes
here to solve an important
business question,” says
Professor Muammer Ozer,
director of the DBA programme.
“Our professors, with their global
expertise and in-depth
understanding of China,
help them find answers
through a combination of
coursework, electives and
rigorous applied research.”
With a maximum intake of 15
students a year, each group
represents a diverse mix of

industries, nationalities and
chosen topics. The individual
thesis subjects might look at
anything from leadership to
supply chains, digital marketing
to private equity, or social media
to banking reform.
The common aim, though, in
today’s fast-moving business
environment, is to come up with
innovative answers to complex
real-world problems and
generate new ideas to improve
management practices.
“We ask applicants to write a
statement about what they want
to study and why,” Ozer says.
“Typically, this is closely related
to their work, but we will tell them
if it is too narrow or companyspecific, too much like a case
study, and how to enlarge
the scope.
Supervising professors are
involved from the initial
interviews, so there is a one-onone relationship right from the
start. Of course, much of the later
research work is done
independently, but supervisors
are always ready to help with
advice, direction and support.”

The CityU DBA is
a challenging
journey which is
intellectually
stimulating and
personally
rewarding
PROFESSOR MUAMMER OZER

The first phase of the DBA,
which can take from three to
six years depending on the
student’s other work and family
commitments, reintroduces
executives to the disciplines of
formal study and teaches them
the techniques of academic
research. There are general
classes to bring everyone up to
speed on economics and
management theory plus options
to sit in on modules offered by

CityU’s MBA and master’s
programmes.
Importantly, one course
covers research methodology. It
explains how to conduct surveys,
use resources and find the
relevant literature, thus ensuring
that work on a thesis does not
come as a shock to the system.
These classes also help to build a
sense of camaraderie and mutual
support among students, also
giving them the chance to share
ideas and learn about other
industries.
“The CityU DBA is a
challenging journey which is both
intellectually stimulating and
personally rewarding,” Ozer says.
“During the intensive orientation
and structured coursework, we
make it clear that thesis writing is
based on theory, evidence, data
and explanation.
“Students may need to modify
and refine the research
methodology and question the
quality of data before drawing
any conclusions. They cannot
just make claims based on
personal experience or their
company’s business.”

Duo contribute to ‘body of knowledge’
Ridha Wirakusumah is president
and chief executive of
Indonesia’s Bank Permata, but
also describes himself as a
“dedicated student”, having just
completed the CityU DBA which
he began back in 2008.
“I never doubted that I was
going to finish,” he says of his
thesis, which examined banks
from a leadership and
management perspective, with
particular emphasis on the
financial performance of
private-equity owned banks in
Indonesia and their operational
execution. “After 22 years as a
high-flying executive, I had
wanted to pursue advanced
education, and this programme
gave me even more than I’d
expected.”
The key takeaway from his
research was that there is too
little true leadership in the
banking sector. The institutions
focus on numbers and use
various qualitative and
quantitative measures, but
despite what they might say, give
insufficient attention to
personnel management and the
power of human resources.
“There is very little written on
this,” Wirakusumah says. “My
research used mixed
methodology, including
interviews with top managers
and others a couple of layers

down. I was also able to access a
vast amount of publicly available
company information and
extrapolate from that.”
Throughout, he held to the
principle that research had to be
relevant and rigorous. With that
in mind, he is now thinking of
writing for academic journals or
even doing a book.
“You may have a gut feeling
about a subject, but articulating
complex ideas in writing is a real
skill,” he says. “The DBA teaches
that, making it possible to
contribute something to the
body of knowledge.”
For Li Yuan, head of wealth
management for Yunfeng
Financial Group, the goal of her
studies was to find a new,
more quantitative,
approach to portfolio
construction and fund
selection in private
equity investment.
With a background in
financial modelling, she
wanted to explore less
traditional methods,
acknowledge
developments
in fintech,
and suggest
something more
systematic.
“It was quite
difficult at first
because there
Li Yuan

The DBA trains you to do
research and analysis in a
more robust way, so I
strongly recommend it
from that perspective
LI YUAN

aren’t many theses on the field of
private equity and the
companies are quite ‘reclusive’,”
Li says. “So, I used an analytical
hierarchy process, or AHP,
an approach often used in
management to help
multicriteria decision making.
By doing that, I could extract
useful information through
personal interviews with
different experts in the sector.”
In other respects, she enjoyed
creating a viable framework for
the project, discussing the

Ridha Wirakusumah

rationale with her supervisor,
and subsequently pulling
everything together.
“The DBA trains you to do
research and analysis in a
more robust way, so I strongly
recommend it from that
perspective and regard
graduating as one of my biggest
achievements,” Li says. “For
part-time students, though, it’s a
long journey, so you need the
passion and energy to cope with
unexpected situations and push
through.”

I came up with
a formulation
appropriate
to the knowledge
economy and the
post-millennial
workplace
ALEX FONG

creativity and commitment and
identifying vulnerable areas.”
For Beryl Chow, whose thesis
examined the implications of
external and internal factors on
bank risk taking, the programme
was an opportunity to address
deep-rooted questions that have
faced the sector since the
financial crisis of 2008.
Her research focused on
four aspects – cost-to-income
ratios, tier-one capital, bank
revenue, and franchise value –
in order to create a valid
reference point for banks
operating in Hong Kong.
“To have a robust risk
management model, you need
to understand the key issues and
how to take action,” says Chow,
who in her day-to-day role looks
after premium clients for a major
retail bank. “The DBA
programme helped me
do that, and is a basis for

persuading other people to
implement my ideas.”
Initially, one of the more
challenging aspects was
collecting data which went
beyond the basics of the balance
sheets, income statements and
year-end results of licensed
banks in Hong Kong.
However, with the guidance
of her supervisor, Chow
mastered the skills needed for
academic research, approaching
useful contacts, and preparing
questionnaires to elicit
information without infringing
personal privacy.
“Over the four years, there
were a lot of ups and downs,”
she says. “Therefore, you need
a ‘never-give-up’ attitude
and a good sense of time
management, but the weekly
contact with mentors and the
support of classmates made it a
great experience.”

You need a ‘never-give-up’
attitude and good sense of
time management, but
the weekly contact with
mentors ... made it a great
experience
BERYL CHOW

Passion and a clear vision
can improve world of work
When finalising the subject of his
DBA thesis, Leung Kwok-kuen
knew it had relevance for
numerous institutions in a fastchanging industry.
He chose to focus on the role
of internal relationship
management and its value
contribution to the IT function
within a multinational bank.
In doing so, he was able to
draw on his own professional
experience to define better
ways of managing the supply
of IT services and ensure
customers get the services
they need.
“IT is now crucial to the
success of every bank whether
for cost savings, dealing with
regulators, or providing an
efficient platform for
customers,” says Leung, the
Hong Kong-based head of
infrastructure for a leading
international bank.
“My research looked at how
best to manage relationships
with suppliers. It was a very
practical topic, and the findings
provide guidelines and a
checklist of best practices for
banks around the world to make
improvements.”
Leung initially chose the
CityU DBA because of its
reputation and ranking. But he
also came to appreciate the
flexibility that let him proceed at
his own pace.
“To maintain self-discipline
and motivation, I set out a clear
plan and worked on my topic
one day a week,” he says. “My
thesis has now been published
online by CityU, and I’m happy
for others to use the results of
my research.”
For Julia Wang, it was
similarly important to tackle a
subject which had broad
implications and could inspire
better business practice.
Accordingly, she took a
“decomposition approach” to
analysing the development
ranking scores of online peer-topeer lending platforms. Her aim
was to provide greater clarity for
users in a rapidly evolving
domain by understanding the
third-party “scores” given to the

To maintain
self-discipline
and motivation,
I set out a clear
plan and worked
on my topic one
day a week
LEUNG KWOK-KUEN

largest and most influential
operators.
“I have a financial
background and wanted to look
at something innovative that will
have a big impact on the
industry,” says Wang, president
of the Peter F. Drucker Academy
in Hong Kong, which teaches
management to the staff of
major companies, non-profits
and small- and medium-sized
enterprises.
“Peer-to peer lending is
growing fast, but because it is
new and unregulated, people
don’t know how to evaluate the
different platforms. The top 100
companies should be safe
for investors, but
some have failed, so
I wanted to
decompose the
scores and see if it
was possible to
predict defaults.”
Wang
analysed four
years of publicly
available
information and
took due account
of relevant
macroeconomic
factors.
“To me, the
DBA learning
journey was
like starting a
new venture,”
Wang adds.
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